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Pulsed lasers offer significant advantages over CW lasers in the coherent control of qubits. Here
we review the theoretical and experimental aspects of controlling the internal and external states
of individual trapped atoms with pulse trains. Two distinct regimes of laser intensity are identi-
fied. When the pulses are sufficiently weak that the Rabi frequency Ω is much smaller than the
trap frequency ωtrap, sideband transitions can be addressed and atom-atom entanglement can be
accomplished in much the same way as with CW lasers. By contrast, if the pulses are very strong
(Ω� ωtrap), impulsive spin-dependent kicks can be combined to create entangling gates which are
much faster than a trap period. These fast entangling gates should work outside of the Lamb-Dicke
regime and be insensitive to thermal atomic motion.

I. INTRODUCTION6

Over the past decade, frequency combs from mode-7

locked lasers have become an essential tool in the field8

of optical frequency metrology [1–4]. This is due to the9

broad spectrum of lines spaced by the pulse repetition10

rate present in a frequency comb. This allows it to serve11

as a precise connection between distant frequencies. In12

the context of metrology, this feature is used as a ruler13

in which the spacings between comb lines serve as tick14

marks. In the context of coherent control, this feature15

can be used to directly bridge large frequency gaps be-16

tween energy levels in a controllable way. This technique17

has been used effectively to control diverse quantum sys-18

tems, including multilevel atoms [5], molecules [6], semi-19

conductor spin states [7, 8], and ions [9–11]. Mode-locked20

lasers therefore have a bright future as a tool for qubit21

manipulation in a number of different quantum computer22

architectures.23

Trapped atomic ions are a very promising medium for24

quantum information, due to their extremely long coher-25

ence times, well-established means for coherent control26

and manipulation, and potential for scalability[12, 13].27

High fidelity entanglement of ions is now routinely28

achieved[14–17], as well as implementations of schemes29

for analog quantum simulation[18–20] and digital quan-30

tum algorithms[21–23]. However, obstacles remain be-31

fore a trapped ion quantum computer can outperform32

a classical computer. Technical limitations to gate fi-33

delity include laser induced decoherence [24, 25] and ion34

heating [26]. Existing gates are also typically limited in35

the number of ions which can be manipulated in a sin-36

gle chain. This is because these gates rely on addressing37

normal modes of motion of the ion chain[27, 28]. As the38

number of ions grows, the density of normal modes in39

frequency space grows as well, making it increasingly dif-40

ficult to avoid undesired couplings. This increased mode41

density slows down the gate, increasing sensitivity to low42

frequency noise.43
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High power mode-locked lasers offer one potential solu-44

tion to some of these issues (there are a number of other45

approaches, see [29–32]). The goal of this paper is to46

discuss recent work on the interaction between trapped47

ions and mode-locked laser pulses.48

From a technical standpoint, the large bandwidth in-49

herent in a comb eliminates some of the complexity and50

expense of driving Raman transitions. For hyperfine51

qubits in ions, the frequency splitting is typically sev-52

eral GHz. Bridging this gap with CW beams requires ei-53

ther two separate phase-locked lasers, or a high frequency54

EOM (which is typically inefficient). By contrast, a sin-55

gle mode-locked laser can directly drive the transition56

without any high frequency shifts. Moreover, it is not57

necessary to stabilize either the carrier-envelope phase58

or the repetition rate of the mode-locked laser, as will59

be discussed later. This enables the use of commercially60

available, industrial lasers.61

As a second advantage, the large instantaneous inten-62

sity present in a single pulse enables efficient harmonic63

generation. For this reason, high power UV lasers are64

readily obtainable at frequencies appropriate for trapped65

ion control. High power enables operating with a large66

detuning, which suppresses laser-induced decoherence.67

High power also enables motion control in a time signifi-68

cantly faster than the trap period, which is a new regime69

in trapped ion control. It should allow the implementa-70

tion of theoretical proposals for ultrafast gates which are71

independent of ion temperature, as discussed in section72

IV.73

This paper is divided into three parts. Section II de-74

scribes spin control of an ion with a pulse train, without75

motional coupling. Section III introduces spin-motion76

coupling. Section IV explains how to realize an ultrafast77

two ion gate using fast pulses.78

A. Experimental System79

We take the atomic qubit as composed of stable ground80

state electronic levels separated by rf or microwave fre-81

quencies. The schemes reported here can be extended82
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2P1/2

2S1/2 ωq/2π = 12.6 GHz

2P3/2
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FIG. 1. Relevant energy levels of 171Yb+. The qubit is identi-
fied with the two mF = 0 states in the ground state manifold.
Continuous wave 369 nm light is used for cooling, detection,
and optical pumping. Laser pulses at 355 nm are used for
qubit manipulation, driving stimulated Raman transitions be-
tween the qubit levels from σ± polarized light.

to the case of qubit levels separated by optical intervals,83

but for concreteness we will concentrate on qubits stored84

in hyperfine or Zeeman levels in the ground state of an85

alkali-like atom.86

In order to effectively use laser pulses for qubit control,87

we require three frequency scales to be well separated.88

Let τ denote the pulse duration. The pulse bandwidth89

1/τ should be much larger than the qubit splitting ωq90

so that the two qubit levels are coupled by the optical91

field, yet it should be much smaller than the detuning ∆92

from the excited state so that it is negligibly populated93

during the interaction. Note also that the detuning ∆94

should not be much larger than the fine structure split-95

ting in an alkali-like atom, otherwise the Raman coupling96

is suppressed [16]. For many atomic systems, the condi-97

tion ωq � 1/τ � ∆ is satisfied for a range of laser pulse98

durations 0.5 ps . τ . 25 ps.99

Here we consider the interaction between ultrafast100

laser pulses and qubits represented by laser-cooled101

171Yb+ ions confined in an RF Paul trap, although many102

of the results discussed herein are applicable in a range103

of contexts involving ultrafast pulses on the internal and104

external degrees of freedom of optically-coupled qubits.105

The qubit levels are defined by the mF = 0 states of the106

2S1/2 hyperfine manifold of 171Yb+: |F = 0,mF = 0〉 ≡107

|0〉, |F = 1,mF = 0〉 ≡ |1〉. The qubit frequency splitting108

is ωq/2π = 12.6 GHz. Doppler cooling of atomic motion,109

and initialization/detection of the qubit are all accom-110

plished using continuous wave (CW) beams near 369 nm111

[33].112113

We consider optical pulses generated from a mode-114

locked tripled Nd:YVO4 laser at 355 nm to drive stim-115

ulated Raman transitions between the qubit states |0〉116
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FIG. 2. Theoretical curves showing sources of laser-induced
decoherence and Stark shifts as a function of wavelength.
Solid blue line is spontaneous emission probability during a
π pulse as a function of laser wavelength. Dashed red line
is differential AC Stark shift divided by Rabi frequency as a
function of laser wavelength. White squares are at 355 nm,
where both curves are near a minimum.

and |1〉, that may also be accompanied by optical dipole117

forces. Typical laser repetition rates are in the range118

ωrep/2π = 80 − 120 MHz, with a pulse duration τ ∼10119

ps (∼100 GHz bandwidth) and maximum average power120

P̄ of several Watts (pulse energies of up to 100 nJ). This121

light is detuned by ∆1/2 ≈ +33 THz from the excited122

2P1/2 level, and ∆3/2 ≈ −67 THz from the 2P3/2 level,123

as shown in figure 1. This wavelength and pulse dura-124

tion is nearly optimal for controlling the 171Yb+ system,125

exhibiting minimal spontaneous emission and differential126

AC Stark shifts [10], as shown in figure 2.127128

II. SPIN CONTROL WITH PULSES129

A. Strong Pulses130

Consider the interaction of a train of pulses with an131

atom, as shown in figure 3. After performing a rotating132

wave approximation at the optical frequency and adia-133

batically eliminating the excited P states, the effective134

Hamilitonian for the interaction becomes [10]:135

H = −ωq

2
σ̂z −

Ω(t)

2
σ̂x (1)

where ωq is the qubit splitting, σ̂z,x are Pauli spin op-136

erators, and Ω(t) = g(t)2/2∆ is the two-photon Rabi137

frequency for pure σ+ or σ− polarized light. Here, the138

single-photon S − P resonant coupling strength g(t) =139

γ
√
I(t)/2Isat with effective detuning given by 1/∆ =140

1/∆1/2−1/∆3/2, accounting for both excited states. I(t)141

is time-dependent intensity of the pulse. In the 171Yb+
142

system, Isat = 0.15 W/cm2 is the saturation intensity for143

the 2S1/2−2P1/2 transition and the 2P1/2 state linewidth144

is γ/2π = 19.6 MHz.145

We note that the above Hamiltonian can be general-146

ized to include the effect of ultrafast pulses connecting147
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the qubit levels to a third (transiently populated) level on148

resonance, or in the case of qubits with an optical split-149

ting, directly on resonance with the qubit levels [34]. In150

addition, by choosing appropriate qubit levels and laser151

pulse polarization, a generalization of the above interac-152

tion can produce a differential Stark shift instead of a153

transition between the levels, in which case the σ̂x cou-154

pling term above is replaced by σ̂z [34]. In this case, the155

actual implementation of entangling gates between mul-156

tiple qubits through collective motion is not exactly as157

described below, although there are many similarities. It158

should also be noted that qubit states that have sizable159

differential AC Stark shift are also first-order sensitive160

to external magnetic fields [16], and hence perform as161

relatively poor qubit memories.162

For a single pulse (N = 1) with either σ± polarization,163

the time dependence of the Rabi frequency originates164

from the intensity profile of the laser I(t), which for a165

mode-locked laser pulse can be accurately modelled by a166

squared hyperbolic secant envelope [35]. Intensity enve-167

lope functions of externally generated optical harmonics168

of the fundamental laser field should be higher powers169

of the sech function. However, their shape remains quite170

similar to that of the sech function. We therefore approx-171

imate the pulse intensity as I(t) = I0 sech
(
πt
τ

)
with peak172

laser intensity I0 and pulse duration τ , having FWHM in173

time of 0.838τ . This approximation allows a simple ana-174

lytic solution to the evolution of the above Hamiltonian,175

and numerical simulation indicates that this is at most a176

1-2% correction to everything presented here.177

The qubit Rabi frequency can therefore be written as:178

179

Ω(t) =
θ

τ
sech

(
πt

τ

)
, (2)

where θ =
∫

Ω(t)dt is the pulse area. For the Raman180

transition considered here in the 171Yb+ system using181

light tuned to 355 nm, we have [9]:182

θ =
I0τγ

2

2Isat∆
(3)

Alternatively, θ can be expressed in terms of the aver-183

age intensity of the laser Ī and the repetition frequency184

ωrep using the relation I0τ = 2πĪ/ωrep. We find that to185

drive a Raman π-pulse with a single laser pulse focussed186

to a Gaussian waist w (1/e field radius), the required187

pulse energy is Eπ = πI0w
2τ/2 = π2Isatw

2∆/γ2. For188

the 171Yb+ system using a 355 nm beam focused to a189

waist of w = 10 µm, we find Eπ ∼ 12 nJ.190

The Hamiltonian of Eq. 1 and 2 for the hyperbolic se-
cant Rabi frequency envelope in time was solved exactly
by Rosen and Zener[36]. For the purposes of this anal-
ysis, we are not interested in the dynamics during the
pulse, but only the resultant state after the pulse. The
evolution operator for a pulse followed by free evolution

mode-locked
355 nm laser

pulse
picker

vacuum
chamber

N pulses

FIG. 3. A fast pulse picker selects a train of N circularly po-
larized pulses, each with area θ. These pulses drive simulated
Raman transitions in a trapped ion.

for a time T is given by[37, 38]:

U =

(
A iB∗

iB A∗

)
(4)

where A and B are given by:

A =
Γ2 (ξ) eiωqT/2

Γ
(
ξ − θ

2π

)
Γ
(
ξ + θ

2π

) (5)

B = − sin

(
θ

2

)
sech

(ωqτ

2

)
e−iωqT/2 (6)

ξ =
1

2
+ i

ωqτ

2π
(7)

where Γ(ξ) is the Gamma function. For a fixed value of θ,191

this evolution operator can be written as a pure rotation192

operator:193

Ũ = eiϕn̂·~σ/2 (8)

where the rotation axis n̂ and rotation angle ϕ are given
by:

cos
(ϕ

2

)
= Re (A) (9)

nz sin
(ϕ

2

)
= Im (A) (10)

(nx + iny) sin
(ϕ

2

)
= B (11)

The equivalent pure Bloch sphere rotation is shown in194

figure 4(b). Equation 8 allows the evolution operator to195

quickly be extended to N pulses equally spaced by a time196

T :197

UN = eiNϕn̂·~σ/2 (12)

If the ion is initialized to the state |0〉, then the transition
probability after N pulses is given by:

P0→1 =

∣∣∣∣i sin

(
Nϕ

2

)
(nx + iny)

∣∣∣∣2
=

(
|B|2

sin2
(
ϕ
2

)) sin2

(
Nϕ

2

)
(13)

To understand the behavior described by the above
equations, first consider the limit of an infinitesimally
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short pulse: τ = 0. In that case, equation 5 and 6 be-
come:

A = cos

(
θ

2

)
eiωqT/2 (14)

B = − sin

(
θ

2

)
eiωqT/2 (15)

If the time between pulses satisfies the condition:198

ωqT = 2πn, n ∈ Z (16)

then equations 9, 10, and 11 show that ϕ = θ, nz = ny =199

0, and nx = 1. In this case, the action of each pulse is200

rotation about the x-axis, by an angle equal to the pulse201

area. Equation 13 then becomes:202

P0→1 = sin2

(
Nθ

2

)
(17)

This equation shows that the behavior is discretized Rabi203

flopping.204

Now consider non-zero pulse duration. Equation 13205

shows that for N = 1, the transition probability reduces206

to:207

P0→1 = |B|2 = sin2(θ/2) sech2(ωqτ/2) (18)

Therefore for a single pulse, the maximum population208

transferred is sech2(ωqτ/2). This quantity is always less209

than one, meaning a single pulse cannot fully flip the spin210

of the qubit. However, for two pulses, equation 13 can be211

made equal to 1, for particular values of the delay time212

T . If T � 1/ωq, then the correct delay condition will be213

a small correction to equation 16.214

This can be understood by examining the qubit evolu-215

tion on the Bloch sphere. The Bloch sphere path for the216

Rosen-Zener solution is shown as a function of θ in figure217

4(a). Note that the path is twisted – for small values of θ,218

the rotation axis is nearly purely about the x-axis. As θ219

increases, the amount of z rotation also increases. If θ is220

fixed, the final state can be connected to the initial state221

by a pure rotation, which is shown in figure 4(b). For222

non-zero pulse duration, the rotation axis is never purely223

in the x-y plane, meaning the north pole of the Bloch224

sphere is never reached. However, two pulses can fully225

flip the spin, so long as one pulse can reach the equa-226

tor, as shown in figure 4(e). For 171Yb+, the condition227

for two pulses to be able to fully transfer population is228

τ < 22 ps.229

These results show that two fast pulses can be used230

to rotate the state of a qubit extremely rapidly, in less231

than one qubit period. Moreover, these same pulses can232

be used to rotate the phase of a qubit (i.e., z-rotations233

on the Bloch sphere). To see this, again consider a pair234

of pulses as above. However, instead of choosing a delay235

such that equation 13 equals 1, a delay is chosen such236

that it equals 0; i.e. ϕ = π. In that case, the evolution237

operator causes a phase shift of the qubit, controllable238

via the power of the pulses.239
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FIG. 4. (a) Bloch sphere position as a function of pulse
energy, following the Rosen-Zener solution in equations 5-7.
(b) The final position reached by the twisted path in (a) can
be represented by a single effective rotation axis and angle, as
in equation 8. The angle of rotation is given by ϕ; the axis is
determined by θ and τ . (c) Theoretical maximum population
transfer in 171Yb+ for a single pulse as a function of pulse
duration, based on equation 18. The black dots indicate the
points corresponding to the data in (d). (d) Experimental
data showing the behavior described theoretically in (a)-(c).
Ion state is measured as a function of incident pulse energy.
The transfer probability reaches a maximum given by equa-
tion 18. The two different datasets correspond to two differ-
ent lasers with different pulse durations. The fit to the data
show that those pulse durations are 14.7 ps (circles) and 7.6
ps (squares). These points are indicated on the plot in (c).
(e) Two identical pulses separated by an appropriate delay
can fully transfer the population. Each pulse has sufficient
energy to rotate the state to the equator of the Bloch sphere.
The appropriate delay is approximately the qubit cycle time
2π/ωq. It is slightly smaller due to the off axis rotation caused
by the Rosen-Zener dynamics. (f) Data showing the effect in
(e). As the delay between the pulses is scanned, the transition
probability goes from 0 to 1. The maximum is less than one
due to detection errors.

Figure 4(d) show experimental results for a single240

pulse. The data sets shown correspond to two different241

lasers with different pulse durations. The circles shows242

a maximum brightness of 72%, corresponding to a pulse243

duration of τ = 14.8ps in equation 18. The squares shows244

a maximum of 91%, corresponding to τ = 7.6 ps. These245
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numbers are consistent with independent measurements246

of the pulse duration.247

Figure 4(f) shows the results of scanning the delay be-248

tween two pulses. The two pulses were created by split-249

ting a single pulse from the laser, and directing the two250

halves of the pulse onto the ion from opposite directions,251

as described in [10]. (Note that while the pulses are di-252

rected onto the ion from opposite directions, there is no253

coupling to the ion’s motion – the pulses are not over-254

lapped in time. There is therefore no possibility of mo-255

mentum transfer.) The maximum occurs at a delay of256

72 ps, slightly less than one qubit period. The maximum257

is less than one due to detection errors.258

To demonstrate pure phase rotation, the delay between259

the pulses was set such that there was no net population260

transfer (34 ps delay in figure 4(f)). This pulse pair was261

then put between two π/2 Ramsey zones, and the fre-262

quency of those Ramsey zones scanned for different laser263

intensities. The phase shift caused by the laser pulses264

manifests as a shift in the Ramsey fringes. The angle of265

z rotation can then be calculated based on the shift. The266

amount of phase rotation is set by controlling the inten-267

sity of the two pulses. The results are shown in figure268

5. The fit curve in (c) is derived from the Rosen-Zener269

solution, equations 5-7. The only free parameter is the270

overall scaling, i.e. the correspondence between the mea-271

sured pulse amplitude and the pulse area θ on the x-axis272

of the plot.273274

These results show that by controlling the intensity275

and delay between two fast pulses, any arbitrary Bloch276

sphere rotation can be achieved in tens of picoseconds.277

B. Weak Pulses278

In the above section, the pulse area was large, such that279

a single pulse had a significant effect on the qubit state.280

If instead the area per pulse is small (θ � 1), then many281

pulses are required to coherently drive the qubit substan-282

tially. In this case, the analysis is better understood in283

the frequency domain. The Fourier transform of a train284

of equally spaced pulses with a fixed phase relationship285

is a frequency comb, with teeth spaced by the repetition286

frequency ωrep. The width of an individual tooth in an N287

pulse train scales like ωrep/N . If the width of a tooth is288

small compared to the tooth spacing (N � 1), then the289

comb can be thought of as an ensemble of CW lasers. All290

that remains is to ensure that the frequency comb spec-291

trum includes optical beat notes that are resonant with292

the qubit splitting ωq.293

Note that since the qubit transitions are driven by a294

frequency difference between comb lines rather than by295

an absolute optical frequency, the carrier-envelope phase296

(CEP) is therefore irrelevant and does not need to be sta-297

bilized. However, in order to coherently drive the qubit,298

it is important that the beat note at the qubit splitting299

be stable. In general, well-designed mode-locked lasers300

enjoy excellent passive stability of their repetition rate301
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FIG. 5. Data showing fast phase rotation caused by pair of
pulses. (a) Ramsey sequence: the frequency of two microwave
π/2 pulses is scanned. In between the microwaves, two fast
laser pulses with delay set to cancel x rotation are inserted.
Fringe shift is then measured as a function of pulse area. (b)
Data showing fringe shift. Circles: No laser pulses, Squares:
Laser pulses of pulse area equal to 1.25, showing phase rota-
tion angle of 0.49. (c) measured z-rotation angle as a function
of pulse area.

(comb tooth spacing) over the time scale of a coherent302

qubit operation (microseconds), so that individual oper-303

ations are coherent. Over longer times however, drifts in304

the repetition rate will spoil attempts to signal average or305

concatenate operations. The fractional drift of the rep-306

etition rate, similar to the fractional linewidth and drift307

of a free-running CW laser, is typically in the range of308

∼ 10−7 over minutes. This drift can be eliminated by ac-309

tively stabilizing the laser repetition rate, using a piezo310

mounted end mirror[9].311
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ωrep

ωqωA
ωq ωrep

(a) (b)

FIG. 6. (a) One frequency comb can drive Raman transitions
if pairs of comb lines are separated by the qubit frequency,
leading to the condition in equation 19. (b) Two frequency
combs can drive Raman transitions together if a frequency
offset ωA between the combs causes lines from the separate
beams to be spaced by the qubit frequency, leading to the
condition in equation 29.

1. Single Comb312

A single comb of equally-spaced components can drive313

stimulated Raman transitions if the qubit splitting is an314

integer multiple of the comb teeth spacing, as shown in315

figure 6(a):316

ωq = nωrep, n ∈ Z (19)

This condition is equivalent to equation 16. The Rabi317318

frequency can be computed by summing the effect of all319

pairs of comb teeth separated by ωq[9]. For two CW320

phase-locked beams with single photon Rabi frequencies321

g1 and g2 (assumed to be real), the Raman Rabi fre-322

quency between qubit states is Ω = g1g2/2∆. For an323

optical frequency comb resulting from hyperbolic secant324

pulses, the kth comb tooth at frequency kωrep from the325

optical carrier has single photon Rabi frequency326

gk = g0

√
ωrepτ

2
sech(kωrepτ), (20)

where g2
0 =

∑+∞
k=−∞ g2

k = (Ī/2Isat)γ
2. The net two-

photon Rabi frequency from the frequency comb is there-
fore

Ω =

+∞∑
k=−∞

gkgk+n

2∆
(21)

≈ Ω0 sech
(ωqτ

2

)
, (22)

where n is the number of comb teeth spanning the qubit327

splitting (Eq. 19), Ω0 = g2
0/2∆ and we assume the beat-328

notes at ωq all add in phase since the pulse has negligible329

frequency chirp. The remaining hyperbolic secant factor330

is nearly unity when the individual pulse bandwidth 1/τ331

is much greater than the qubit frequency splitting ωq.332

This expression can be connected to the time domain333

analysis above in a straightforward manner. In equation334

13, the number of pulses N can be replaced by time t335

using the relation N = 2πωrept. This shows that the336

Rabi frequency is related to the rotation angle ϕ by:337

Ω = 2πωrepϕ (23)

Equation 13 also shows that full contrast requires
sin2(ϕ/2) = B2, which is equivalent to the condition that
the comb is driving the transition on resonance. This re-
lation becomes:

sin2
(ϕ

2

)
= sin2

(
θ

2

)
sech2

(ωqτ

2

)
(24)

⇒ ϕ ≈ θ sech
(ωqτ

2

)
(25)

⇒ Ω = Ω0 sech
(ωqτ

2

)
(26)

The second line follows from the small angle approxima-338

tion, and the third line is the second multiplied by 2πωrep.339

This shows that the constant Ω0 = 2πωrepθ. From this340

it is clear that the approximation made in treating the341

pulse train as an ensemble of CW lasers is equivalent to342

the assumption that the effect of an individual pulse is343

small.344

In addition to the resonant beat note at the qubit fre-
quency, there will also be many beat notes at integer
multiples of ωrep away from the qubit frequency from
the multitude of comb teeth splittings. These other beat
notes will lead to a shift in the qubit resonance and can
be thought of as a higher order four photon AC Stark
shift. From Eq. 22, the strength of the beat note at
jωrep is characterized by its resonant Rabi frequency
Ωj ≈ Ω0sech(jωrepτ/2). The net four photon Stark shift
is then a sum over all nonresonant beatnotes,

δ4 = −
∞∑

j=−∞
j 6=n

Ω2
j

2(jωrep − ωq)

= − Ω2
0

2ωrep

∞∑
j=−∞
j 6=0

sech2[(j + n)ωrepτ/2]

j
(27)

≈ 0.853
Ω2

0ωqτ

ωrep
(28)

The last expression is valid in the case where ωrepτ � 1345

and to lowest order in ωqτ/2. For laser pulses of τ = 10346

ps duration with a repetition rate ωrep/2π = 80 MHz and347

net Rabi frequency Ω/2π = 1 MHz, for the 171Yb+ qubit348

we find a resultant 4-photon Stark shift of δ4/2π ≈ +8.5349

kHz. It should be noted that equation 28 could also350

be derived from the time domain Rosen-Zener solution351

discussed in section II A.352

2. Two Combs353

Equation 19 requires a laser with a repetition rate that354

is commensurate with the qubit splitting. However, this355
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FIG. 7. Rabi oscillations driven by a pair of copropagating
combs with an AOM shift between them. In this data the
laser repetition frequency is directly stabilized.

may be difficult to achieve in practice, and in any case356

it is undesireable for non-copropagating laser pulses –357

such a laser cannot generate the spin-dependent forces358

discussed in section III. Moreover, the repetition rate on359

many mode-locked lasers cannot be easily controlled to360

stabilize drifts. It is therefore convenient to generate two361

combs, with one frequency shifted relative to the other,362

typically via an AOM as shown in figure 6(b). In this way,363

Raman transitions are controlled through this frequency364

offset and this configuration allows atomic forces to be365

exerted in a given direction when tuned near motional366

sideband transitions (see section III). Finally, drifts in367

the repetition rate can be measured and fed forward onto368

a downstream modulator, in case the repetition rate of369

a laser is not accessible. This feed-forward effectively370

eliminates drift in the relevant comb beatnote to drive371

qubit transitions by 29, as the “breathing” of the comb372

teeth is compensated by the offset comb [39].373

Including an offset frequency ωA between the two374

combs, the condition for driving transitions now becomes:375

376

ωq = nωrep ± ωA, n ∈ Z (29)

In order to allow for the possibility of spin-dependent377

forces in a counter-propagating geometry, we exclude the378

offset frequency values ωA = kωrep or (k + 1/2)ωrep, k ∈379

Z. Figure 7 shows Rabi flopping driven by two offset380

optical frequency combs, in a copropagating geometry381

where the repetition rate is directly stabilized.382383

The Rabi frequency for the case of two offset combs is384

exactly as written for the case of a single comb (Eq. 22),385

where this time g2
0 = (Ī/2Isat)γ

2 characterizes the inten-386

sity Ī of each of the two combs. For the offset combs the387

four-photon AC Stark shift is modified from the asym-388

metry in the spectrum of two-photon beatnotes. Once389

again summing over all nonresonant beatnotes, we find390

δ4 = −
∞∑

j=−∞
j 6=n

Ω2
j

2(jωrep + ωA − ωq)
−

∞∑
j=−∞

Ω2
j

2(jωrep + ωA + ωq)

= − Ω2
0

2ωrep

 ∞∑
j=−∞
j 6=0

sech2[(j + n)ωrepτ/2]

j
−

∞∑
j=−∞

sech2[(j − n)ωrepτ/2]

j + 2σ

 (30)

Ω2
0

2ωrep

[
3.412ωqτ + sech2(ωqτ/2)

(
1

2σ
+

1

1 + 2σ
+

1

2σ − 1

)]
(31)

where ω̃A = ωA(mod ωrep), and σ ≡ ω̃A/ωrep is the frac-391

tional number of comb teeth that the two combs are of-392

fet (0 < σ < 1 and σ 6= 0.5), and again we assume393

ωrepτ � 1. The extra terms in the Stark shift compared394

to the single comb case (Eq. 28) account for the closer395

asymmetric beat notes. Interestingly, the net 4-photon396

AC Stark shift can be nulled by choosing a particular off-397

set frequency for a given pulse duration. In the 171Yb+
398

system for example, we find that a value of σ ∼ 0.35(0.40)399

nulls the Stark shift for pulse duration τ ≈ 5(10) ps. For400

infinitesimally short pulses (τ → 0), the Stark shift van-401

ishes at the value σ = 1/
√

12.402

III. ENTANGLEMENT OF SPIN AND MOTION403

The above section treated spin flips from copropagat-404

ing pulses. Consider now a pair of counterpropagating405

pulse trains, as in figure 8. The pulses are timed such406

that they arrive at the ion simultaneously, and the entire407

train has effective pulse area of order π. The frequency408

space picture is the same as in figure 6(b) – the two combs409

have a relative frequency shift, such that there exist pairs410

of comb lines that match the qubit splitting. However,411

absorption from one comb and emission into the other412

now leads to momentum transfer. Moreover, the direc-413

tion of the momentum transfer is spin-dependent, lead-414
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FIG. 8. Experimental layout for counterpropagating geome-
try. The pulse train is split, and a frequency shift between
the two arms is imparted by AOMs.

ing to a spin-motion coupling. The form taken by that415

coupling will differ based on the duration of the pulse416

train. If the pulse train is much faster than the trap pe-417

riod, the result will be a spin-dependent kick: |0〉 and |1〉418

will receive momentum kicks in opposite directions. If419

the pulse train is much slower than the trap period on420

the other hand, motional sidebands will be resolved. In421

the Lamb-Dicke limit where the ion motion is confined422

much smaller than the optical wavelength, the motion423

will not be changed when on resonance, while a phonon424

will be added or subtracted when the beat note between425

the combs is detuned by the trap frequency.426

To understand this process, first consider the effect of a427

single pair of pulses that arrive simultaneously on the ion428

from opposite directions. If the two pulses have orthog-429

onal linear polarizations which are mutually orthogonal430

to the quantization axis (lin ⊥ lin), then transitions can431

only be driven via the polarization gradient created by432

the two pulses. The Rabi frequency then acquires a si-433

nusoidal position dependence. Under the instantaneous434

pulse approximation (τ = 0), the Hamiltonian for the435

ion-pulse interaction becomes:436

H = −θ
2
δ(t− t0) sin [∆kx̂+ φ(t0)] σ̂x (32)

where θ is again the total pulse area, t0 is the arrival437

time of the pulse pair, ∆k is the difference in wavevec-438

tors, x̂ is the position operator for the ion, and φ(t0) is439

the phase difference between the pulses. The time de-440

pendence of this phase difference comes from the AOM441

frequency shift:442

φ(t) = ωAt+ φ0 (33)

where φ0 is assumed to be constant over the course of
one experiment. Equation 32 can be directly integrated
to obtain the evolution operator for a single pulse arriving

at time t0:

Ut0 = exp

(
−i
∫

H (t)dt

)
= ei

θ
2 sin(∆kx̂+φ(t0))σ̂x (34)

=

∞∑
n=−∞

einφ(t0)Jn(θ)D[inη]σ̂nx (35)

where Jn is the Bessel function of order n, D is the coher-443

ent state displacement operator [40], and η is the Lamb-444

Dicke parameter.445

Equation 35 consists of operators of the formD[inη]σ̂nx ,446

which impart n momentum kicks of size η together with447

n spin flips. Physically, this corresponds to the process448

of absorbing a photon from one beam, emitting a photon449

into the other beam, repeated n times. Each process of450

absorption followed by emission changes the momentum451

by η. The amplitude for the nth such process is given by452

the Bessel function Jn(θ), together with a phase factor.453

The net action of this operator on a spin state |0〉 and454

coherent motional state |α〉 is therefore to create a super-455

position of states of different size kicks, with alternating456

spin states. This is shown graphically in figure 9(b).457458

This behavior can be understood as the scattering459

of the atomic wavepacket off of the standing wave of460

light, known as Kapitza-Dirac scattering[41–43]. It has461

been directly observed in atomic beams[42, 43]. It is462

also similar to the behavior observed in δ-kicked rotor463

experiments[44], although complicated by the presence464

of the spin operator.465

The evolution operator ON for a train of N pulses will466

consist of a sequence of operators of the form 35, sepa-467

rated by free evolution:468

ON = UtN . . . UFE(t3 − t2)Ut2UFE(t2)Ut1 (36)

where tn is the arrival time of the nth pulse, and UFE(T )469

is the free evolution operator for time T , given by:470

UFE(T ) = e−iωtrapTa
†ae−iωqT σ̂z/2 (37)

Let the total pulse train area be given by Θ, so that471

a single pulse area is θ = Θ/N . Assume that N is suffi-472

ciently large such that the single pulse evolution operator473

in equation 35 can be approximated to first order in 1/N :474

475

Utk ≈ 1 +
iΘ

2N

(
eiφ(tk)D [iη] + e−iφ(tk)D [−iη]

)
σ̂x (38)

Without loss of generality, assume t1 = 0. Transforming
to the interaction picture, Utk becomes:

Vtk = U†FE(tk)UtkUFE(tk)

= 1 +
iΘ

2N

{
eiφ0D

[
iηeiωtraptk

]
×

(
eiq+tk σ̂+ + eiq−tk σ̂−

)
+ H.c.

}
(39)

q± = ωq ± ωA (40)
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FIG. 9. Phase space diagrams of pulse action. Red closed
circles indicate |0〉, while blue open circles indicate |1〉. The
size of the circle indicates the population in that state. (a)
Phase space diagram of an ion initially in the state |0〉 |α〉.
(b) Upon the arrival of a pulse pair, the ion is diffracted into
a superposition of states as in equation 35. (c) After N pulse
pairs satisfying equation 47, population coherently accumu-
lates in the state |1〉 |α− iη〉 and no other state, as in equation
46. Similarly, population initially in |1〉 |α〉 coherently accu-
mulates in |0〉 |α+ iη〉. (d) Theoretical error (1-fidelity) of (c)
as a function of N . The convergence is very fast – 4 pulses is
96%, 8 pulses 99.9%, and 16 pulses 99.99%.

Under this transformation, the interaction picture pulse476

train operator becomes:477

ÕN =

1∏
k=N

Vtk (41)

There will now be two different approximations made478

in the fast regime (ωtraptN � 1) and the slow regime479

(ωtraptN � 1).480

A. Fast Regime481

In the fast regime, ωtrap ≈ 0 during the pulse train, so482

that the ion is effectively frozen in place. Equation 39483

then becomes:484

Vtk = 1 +
iΘ

2N

(
eiφ0D [iη]

(
eiq+tk σ̂+ + eiq−tk σ̂−

)
+ H.c.

)
(42)

Now consider the product in equation 39. Suppose485

q±tk ∈ Z, for all pulses, while q∓tk /∈ Z. In frequency486

space, this is equivalent to satisfying one of the reso-487

nance conditions in equation 29, but not the other. The488

q± terms in the product in equation 42 will then coher-489

ently add, while the q∓ terms will not. As the num-490

ber of pulses grows, the non-resonant terms are strongly491

suppressed. In frequency space, the comb lines narrow492

with increasing N , resulting in decreased amplitude for493

non-resonant processes. For large numbers of pulses on494

resonance, equation 42 becomes:495

Vtk = 1 +
iΘ

2N

(
eiφ0D [iη] σ̂± + H.c.

)
(43)

The pulse train operator is now a product of identical
operators:

ÕN =

(
1 +

iΘ

2N

(
eiφ0D [iη] σ̂± + H.c.

))N
N→∞−−−−→ exp

(
iΘ

2

(
eiφ0D [iη] σ̂± + H.c.

))
(44)

= cos
Θ

2
+ i sin

Θ

2

(
eiφ0D [iη] σ̂± + e−iφ0D [−iη] σ̂∓

)
(45)

For a total pulse area of Θ = π, Equation 45 becomes:496

Õ = ieiφ0D [iη] σ̂± + ie−iφ0D [−iη] σ̂∓ (46)

This is a spin-dependent kick operator. This shows that
if the following conditions are satisfied:

q±tk
2π
∈ Z

q∓tk
2π

/∈ Z (47)

then a pulse train will create a spin-dependent kick, with497

the direction of kick determined by the sign chosen. Note498

that this result does not depend on being in the Lamb-499

Dicke regime. If the pulses are equally spaced, then tk =500

2πk/ωrep, and equation 47 is equivalent to equation 29.501

While the above analysis shows convergence to a spin-502

dependent kick in the limit of infinite pulses, it does503

not show how fast that convergence happens. Numer-504

ical analysis shows that it is quite fast, with better than505

99.9% fidelity after only 8 pulses. Figure 9(d) shows a506

numerical simulation of the maximum achievable fidelity507

with N pulses.508
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FIG. 10. Optical layout for creating fast pulse train from a
single pulse.

It is clear from the time domain analysis that these509

pulse do not have to be equally spaced. Indeed, numer-510

ical optimization shows that the best fidelity is achieved511

for unequally spaced pulses. To understand this result,512

consider the lowest order terms in the product in equation513

41. To first order, the coefficient of the D [iη] σ̂+ + H.c.514

term will be:515

N∑
k=1

eiq+tk (48)

while the coefficient of the term D [iη] σ̂−+ H.c. will be:516

N∑
k=1

eiq−tk (49)

The first order resonance requirement is then that one517

of these equations be maximal, which is the requirement518

in equations 47. The second order requirement is that519

the other equation be zero, meaning there is complete520

destructive interference for the opposite direction kick.521

This is a separate requirement imposed on the pulse ar-522

rival times. Indeed, there will also be higher order cor-523

rections, further suppressing unwanted terms.524

In order for the approximation ωtrap ≈ 0 to be valid,525

the duration of the pulse train must be at least 2-3 orders526

of magnitude shorter than the trap period. A typical trap527

period if of order 1 µs, meaning the pulse train cannot528

be longer than a few nanoseconds. However, the repe-529

tition rate of pulses produced by the available lasers is530

only 80-120 MHz. At that rate, the ion would experience531

significant trap evolution even over the course of a small532

number of pulses. As an alternative, a single pulse from533

the laser followed by a sequence of delay lines can cre-534

ate a very fast pulse train, as shown in figure 10. The535

limitation on the speed is then determined by the AOM536

frequency.537538

We demonstrated in [11] the creation of a spin-539

dependent kick of the form in equation 46. There, we540

showed that such kicks entangle the spin with the mo-541

tion, while a second kick can disentangle the motion at542

integer multiples of the trap period.543

Direct observation of the motional state of a trapped544

ion is extremely difficult, and motional information is545

typically determined by mapping to the spin[45]. There-546

fore, to detect that we created the operator in equation547

46, it is necessary to infer the motional entanglement548

from its impact on the measured spin state. To do this,549

we performed a Ramsey experiment using microwaves.550

The experimental sequence was: (1) Initialize the spin551

state to |0〉, (2) Perform a π/2 rotation using near reso-552

nant microwaves, (3) Perform a spin-dependent kick us-553

ing a single pulse through the interferometers, (4) Wait554

a time Tdelay (5) Perform a second spin-dependent kick,555

(6) Perform a second π/2 rotation, and (7) measure the556

state of the ion. The frequency of the microwaves was557

then scanned. If the motion is disentangled from the558

spin, the result should be full contrast of the Ramsey559

fringe. On the other hand, if the spin and motion are en-560

tangled, then the trace over the motion will destroy the561

phase coherence. The result will be no Ramsey fringes.562

The motion should disentangle when Tdelay matches an563

integer multiple of the trap frequency.564

Figure 11 shows the results of this experiment. Plotted565

is the Ramsey contrast as a function of Tdelay. The clear566

collapse and revival of contrast is a strong indicator that567

the pulses are indeed performing the spin-dependent kick568

in equation 46. This sort of interferometry is similar to569

that discussed in [34].570571

B. Slow Regime572

In the slow regime, the pulse train is much longer than573

the trap cycle time: tN � 1/ωtrap. Now assume that the574

ion is in the Lamb-Dicke regime: η
√
n̄+ 1 � 1. In this575

regime, the following approximation can be made:576

D
[
iηeiωtraptk

]
≈ 1 + iη

(
eiωtraptka† + e−iωtraptka

)
(50)

where a and a† are the harmonic oscillator annhilation
and creation operators. Substituting this approximation
into equation 39 yields:

Vtk = 1 +
iΘ

2N
×{

eiφ0
(
1 + iη

(
eiωtraptka† + e−iωtraptka

))
×

(
eiq+tk σ̂+ + eiq−tk σ̂−

)
+ H.c.

}
(51)

There are now six phases to consider, associated577

with six different operators: eiq±tk , ei(q±+ωtrap)tk , and578

ei(q±−ωtrap)tk . The situation is then similar to the strong579

pulse regime: If one othese phases satisfies resonance (i.e.580

equal to 1 for all tk) while the others do not, then the581

other terms will be negligible in the limit of large numbers582

of pulses. For example, suppose that (q++ωtrap)/2π ∈ Z,583

while none of the other phase terms satisfy this condition.584
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FIG. 11. [Reproduced from [11]]. (a) Ramsey experiment to
measure effect of spin-dependent kicks. Two spin-dependent
kicks, separated by a time T are placed between two mi-
crowave π/2 pulses. (b) Ramsey contrast as a function of
delay between kicks. Clear revivals of contrast are seen at
integer multiples of the trap period. (c) Close up of one re-
vival peak. The small modulation present in the peak is due
to uncompensated micromotion. The width of the peak is a
function of the ion temperature and the micromotion ampli-
tude. (d)-(f) phase space representation at various points on
the plot in (a). Also shown are the Ramsey frequency scans
at those points, showing the presence or lack of contrast.

In that case, equation 51 becomes:585

Vtk = 1 +
iΘη

2N

(
ieiφ0a†σ̂+ − ie−iφ0aσ̂−

)
(52)

As in the fast regime, the pulse train operator in equa-586

tion 41 is now the product of identical operators, and587

converges to:588

Õ = cos
Θη

2
+ i sin

Θη

2

(
ieiφ0a†σ̂+ − ie−iφ0aσ̂−

)
(53)

This is Rabi flopping on the blue sideband. Similarly, the589

other resonance conditions correspond to red sideband590

and carrier operations. This behavior is shown in figure591

12(a).592
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FIG. 12. Data showing the crossover between the slow, re-
solved sideband regime and the fast, impulsive regime. Each
plot corresponds to scanning the frequency of an AOM in
one of the arms of counterpropagating pulse trains. In (a),
Ω � ωt, and sidebands transitions are clearly resolved. As
the pulse train power is turned up and the Rabi frequency
increases, the lines begin to blur together. In (e), no features
are resolved at all, meaning all sidebands are being driven.

We previously reported in [9] on using pulse trains593

to do resolved sideband operations, as described above.594

There we demonstrated sideband cooling and two ion en-595

tanglement using the Mølmer-Sørensen technique[16, 28,596

46].597

Figure 12 is experimental data showing the crossover598

between the slow and fast regimes. In this data, the tran-599

sition probability was measured as a function of AOM600

detuning. In (a), sideband features are clearly resolved.601

The peaks correspond to the carrier and sidebands at602

each of the three trap frequencies (1.0, 0.9, 0.1) MHz.603

These transitions follow from equation 51. As the power604

is increased and the pulse train duration decreased, the605

sidebands become less resolved, as the behavior crosses606

over from the slow regime to the fast regime. In (e), all607

of this structure has been washed out, and the motional608

transition is now described by impulsive kicks. From a609

sideband perspective, all sidebands are being driven si-610

multaneously.611612

IV. ULTRAFAST GATES613

The goal of creating spin-dependent kicks of the form614

in equation 46 is to execute a fast two ion entangling gate.615
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Such a gate would not be based on sidebands, and would616

therefore be fundamentally different from previously im-617

plemented two ion gates. Because it does not depend on618

addressing sidebands, such a gate will be temperature in-619

sensitive, and would not require the ion to be cooled to620

the motional ground state or even cooled to the Lamb-621

Dicke regime. Additionally, the Raman lasers generating622

the spin-dependent kick can be focused down to address623

just two adjacent ions in a long chain. If the gate is624

sufficiently fast, the other ions do not participate in the625

interaction. In principle, this allows this type of gate to626

be highly scalable. There have been theoretical propos-627

als for such a gate in [47] and in [48]. Both schemes rely628

on using a sequences of spin-dependent kicks, timed such629

that the collective motion returns to its original state630

at the end of the process. This leaves a spin-dependent631

phase.632

To understand the origin of this spin-dependent phase,633

consider a simple sequence of three spin-dependent kicks634

applied to two ions:635

1. t = 0: momentum kick of size +∆k636

2. t = T : momentum kick of size −2∆k637

3. t = 2T : momentum kick of size +∆k638

This is a simplified version of the scheme proposed by639

Duan [48]. Suppose that the total length of the kicking640

sequence is much faster than the trap period: ωtrapT �641

1. In that case, trap evolution during the kicks can be642

ignored, and the ions behave as free particles. The first643

kick imparts a momentum to each ion of ∆k. The ions644

then move at a constant velocity away from equilibrium,645

until the second kick reverses the direction. The third646

kick then stops the motion of the ions at (nearly) the647

original position.648

For two ions, there are four different possible spin649

states. Each will have a different motional excitations650

in response to these kicks, as shown in figure 13(a). If651652

the ion spin state is |0〉 |0〉 or |1〉 |1〉, the two ion energy653

from the Coulomb interaction does not change during654

the sequence. However, for |0〉 |1〉 and |1〉 |0〉, the energy655

changes as the ions get further apart and then closer to-656

gether. The time-dependent energy difference between657

these two configuration is:658

∆E(t) =
e2

d
− e2√

d2 + δ(t)2
≈ 2e2δ(t)2

d3
(54)

where e is the electron charge, d is the distance between659

the ions in equilibrium, and δ(t) is the displacement of660

each ion from equilibrium as a function of time (see figure661

13(b)). The acquired phase difference from this process662

is given by:663

∆φ =

∫ 2T

0

∆E(t)dt =
4e2∆k2T 3

3d3m2
(55)

We see then that the motional state (nearly) returns to its664

original state at the end of the process, while |0〉 |1〉 and665

d

rδ

δ

t

(a)

δ(t)
TΔk/m

T 2T

(b)

0 0 0 1

1 01 1

FIG. 13. (a) The ground state of the motion is excited into
four different possible configurations depending on the two ion
spin state. The dashed circles shows the original, equilibrium
position of the ions. The arrow and solid circles show the
path followed after the first kick. (b) In the limit where the
kicks are much faster than the trap period, the trap evolution
during the kicking sequence is negligible, and the ions can be
considered as free particles. The displacement δ of each ion
from equilibrium as a function of time is shown.

|1〉 |0〉 acquire a phase relative to |0〉 |0〉 and |1〉 |1〉. This666

is thus a phase gate. Note that the motion is entirely667

driven. Equation 55 is valid only because the ions are668

effectively free particles. The natural harmonic motion669

in the trap does not lead to phase accumulation.670

The fidelity of the phase gate described above is limited671

by free evolution in the trap. Because the gate is not truly672

instantaneous, there will be a small amount of residual673

entanglement with the motion at the end of the process.674

This infidelity can be eliminated by more complex kicking675

sequences, described below.676

Alternatively, this process can be viewed as exciting677

the two normal modes of motion in the trap. Phase space678

diagrams of the kick sequence are shown in figure 14.679

for the two different modes (center-of-mass and relative),680

both in the non-rotating frame and in the rotating frame.681

We can determine the evolution of a coherent state |α〉682

subjected to the kicks described above. For simplicity in683

this example, we will treat the ground state α = 0.684

At the end of the simple pulse sequence, the state of685

the ions in a normal mode of frequency ω is:686

eiη
2(−4 sin(ωT )+sin(2ωT ))|iη(1+(−2+e−iωT )e−iωT )〉 (56)

The phase for a given mode is given by:687

φ ≈ −2∆k2T

m

(
1 +

ω2T 2

3

)
(57)

The phase difference between the two modes is thus given
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FIG. 14. Phase space picture of the kick sequence described
in the text. (a) and (b) are shown in the non-rotating frame,
where free evolution follows circles in phase space. (c) and
(d) are in the rotating frame. The phase difference is given
by twice the difference in the enclosed area.

by:

∆φ = −2∆k2T 3

3m

(
ω2

R − ω2
C

)
(58)

=
4e2∆k2T 3

3d3m2
(59)

where ωC and ωR are the frequencies for the center of688

mass and relative motion modes. This is the same ex-689

pression found using the Coulomb picture in equation690

55.691

The phase difference in equation 55 can also be ex-692

tracted by examining the phase space area enclosed by693

this sequence. The trajectories in the rotating frame are694

shown in figure 14(c) and (d). In the rotating frame all695

paths are driven, which leads to phase accumulation. If696

a coherent state is driven through a trajectory which en-697

closes an area A in the rotating frame phase space, that698

coherent state acquires a phase 2A[49, 50]. This fact699

allows us to determine the phase acquired simply by cal-700

culating the area enclosed in figures 14(c) and (d). This701

calculation once again matches the phase in equation 57.702

It is worth pointing out that although the simple ex-703

ample illustrated in figure 13 uses the transverse modes704

of motion, such a phase gate also works with the axial705

modes of motion. Moreover, if the axial modes of motion706

are used, the displacement δ is directly along the line sep-707

arating the two ions, resulting in a larger modification of708

the Coulomb interaction. Equation 59 applies equally709

for axial or transverse modes. For transverse modes, the710

term in parentheses is ω2
z , while for axial modes it is 2ω2

z .711

So if all other parameters are held constant there is a712

factor of 2 greater phase when using axial modes instead713

of transverse. However, there is added flexibility in using714

transverse modes, as will be discussed below.715

Unfortunately, this simple sequence of kicks has two716

serious limitations. First, the phase obtained from this717

sequence is small. Plugging realistic experimental param-718

eters (d = 5µm, T= 100 ns, ∆k = 2× ( 2π
355nm ) into equa-719

tion 55 we find a phase difference of π/780, significantly720

smaller than the π/2 needed for a maximally entangling721

phase gate. Second, the motion does not factor com-722

pletely at the end of the pulse sequence, but some residual723

entanglement remains. This is clearly seen in equation724

56 where the final state now depends on η, ω, and T .725

Both of these limitations can, in principle, be overcome726

by using more complicated pulse sequences with many727

laser pulses strung together to give a larger momentum728

kick.729

The theory proposals in [48] and [47] both go beyond730

the simple pulse sequence presented above. In [48], Duan731

solves these problems by using many pulses in quick suc-732

cession. Moreover he shows that with more complicated733

pulse sequences the errors can be reduced while still com-734

pleting the gate in a time much faster than the trap pe-735

riod. This allows the scheme to be used on a pair of736

adjacent ions in a long chain. If the gate is sufficiently737

fast, the other ions are not disturbed and the gate is738

scalable to large ion crystals. Unfortunately this scheme739

relies on a very large number of pulses (> 1000) in a very740

short period of time (< 5 ns) and there is not currently a741

commercial laser available with high enough power and742

fast enough repetition rate to implement this scheme in743

our system.744

In [47], the trap evolution is used to control the trajec-745

tory in phase space. By correctly choosing the timing of746

a series of spin-dependent kicks, the relative phase accu-747

mulated by the two normal modes can be controlled and748

both phase space trajectories can be closed, returning the749

ions to their original position. Here we will present an750

experimentally achievable extension of their scheme with751

the goal of performing an entangling phase gate on two752

ions in less than 1.5µs.753

For simplicity we choose a scheme similar to that in754

[47], but to accumulate more phase we replace each of the755

four spin-dependent-kicks in [47] with 10 spin-dependent756

kicks. Experimentally each kick is derived from a single757

pulse of a mode locked laser with a repetition rate of758

80.16 MHz, so the delay between successive kicks is 12.5759

ns, which is not negligible compared to the trap period760

of 676 ns (frequency of 1.48 MHz). As a result, the trap761

evolution between the kicks is important and must be762

taken into account. We apply 10 spin-dependent kicks763

with 10 successive pulses from the laser. Because each764

kick also flips the spin of the ion, the direction of the765

spin-dependent kick must be reversed between successive766
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FIG. 15. Phase space picture of an experimentally realizable
phase gate. (a)center of mass mode, (b) relative motion mode.
In the rotating frame the direction of the spin-dependent kick
rotates at the normal mode frequency. (c) Depiction of kick
sequence. The ion is kicked 10 times by ten successive laser
pulses with 12 ns of trap evolution between each kick. The ion
then evolves in the trap for t1 = 212 ns then kicked 10 more
times. After a wait of t2 = 299 ns the sequence is reversed
with 10 kicks in the opposite direction, free evolution for t1
and a final 10 kicks to return the ions to their original position.

pulses to continue to add momentum to the system. After767

the 10 spin-dependent kicks, the ion is allowed to evolve768

in the trap for a time t1 = 212ns, and then 10 more spin-769

dependent kicks are applied in the same direction. The770

system evolves freely for a time t2 = 299 ns, and then771

the first three steps are reversed, 10 more kicks in the772

opposite direction, evolve for t1, 10 more kicks to return773

the system to its original location. The total gate time774

is 1.22µs. Figure 15 shows the path in phase space for775

both the center of mass and relative modes.776

The scheme presented in figure 15 is just one of many777

possible ways to perform this phase gate. There are three778

constraints. Both the normal modes must close phase779

space, and the differential phase must be π/2. But even780

if we restrict ourselves to pulses spaced by the repeti-781

tion rate of the laser during the duration of our gate782

there are still 98 pulses that can be used to satisfy these783

three conditions. Each pulse from the laser can give no784

momentum kick or a momentum kick of η in either direc-785

tion. This means that there are 398 = 5.7×1046 different786

possible pulse sequences. Most of those do not fulfill the787

constraints above, but a more detailed search is sure to788

reveal many solutions, it is very likely there is an opti-789

mized solution with a shorter total gate time. It is also790

important to note that by choosing to use the transverse791

instead of the axial modes of motion we can control the792

relative frequencies of the two normal modes which gives793

another way to control the phase of the gate and ensure794

the closure of both phase space loops [51].795

V. CONCLUSION796

We have demonstrated that mode-locked lasers are an797

extremely versatile tool in the coherent control and en-798

tanglement of trapped ions in both the fast and slow799

regimes.800

In the slow regime, we have shown that the spectral801

features of the frequency comb can be used in much the802

same way as CW lasers, where ion-ion entanglement is803

produced by addressing sideband transitions. The ad-804

vantages in this regime are two fold: First, the available805

power enables operating much further from resonance,806

which reduces laser induced decoherence. second, the807

broad spectrum allows direct coupling of the qubit levels808

using a single beam, without the experimental difficulties809

associated with creating a microwave beatnote between810

two CW beams.811

In the fast regime, we have shown that it is possible to812

drive arbitrary rotations of a trapped ion in tens of pi-813

coseconds, which is many orders of magnitude faster than814

the coherence time. We have also shown the ability to815

perform fast spin-dependent kicks, which opens the door816

to performing very fast gates. The advantage of these817

gates is their insensitivity to temperature, their extreme818

speed, and their potential for scalability.819
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Appendix A: Motional Evolution Operator with826

Non-Zero Pulse Duration827

In section III, equation 35 was derived by approximat-
ing the pulse as a δ-function. This section examines the
validity of that approximation. The pulse duration is of
order 10 ps, meaning it is several orders of magnitude
faster than the trap frequency or the AOM frequency.
Therefore, the Rosen-Zener solution in section II can be
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used, with θ → θ sin (∆kx̂+ φ) in equations 5 and 6:

A =
Γ2 (ξ)

Γ
(
ξ − θ

2π sin (∆kx̂+ φ)
)

Γ
(
ξ + θ

2π sin (∆kx̂+ φ)
)

(A1)

B = − sin

(
θ

2
sin (∆kx̂+ φ)

)
sech

(
ωqTp

2

)
(A2)

The σ̂x term in part of equation 4 is given by iB, which828

can be expanded using the Jacobi-Anger expansion as:829

iB = sech

(
ωqTp

2

) ∞∑
odd n=−∞

einφJn(θ)D [inη] (A3)

This is nearly identical to the σ̂x term in equation 35, but830

with an overall sech (ωqTp/2) term modifying the popu-831

lations. The even order diffraction terms are of order θ2
832

or higher, which were assumed to be negligible in section833

III. Non-zero pulse duration can thus be accounted for by834

replacing θ → θ sech (ωqTp/2). This will correspond to a835

slight reduction in the effective pulse area as compared836

to a δ-function pulse.837
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